In the Beginning...

- Founded in 1950’s, 4th generation
- 1980’s produced high quality alfalfa for California Dairies
- 1990’s stagnant dairy hay prices makes us move to produce high quality grass as horses feed
- We pride our farm in producing high quality products instead of quantities of substandard goods
Preserving the family Heritage...

• Born and raised on the farm
• Operated equipment
• Irrigation work
• Even dealing with office paperwork
Go Big Red!

• Expanded my education and view on the world by attending the University of Nebraska – Lincoln
• 2008 Graduated with degree in Ag Engineering Process Control
• Traveled between growing seasons to other countries to experience different agricultural practices
• Returned back to the farm to incorporate modern agricultural systems to achieve optimal crops and be cost effective
Since 2008...

- Due to the past four years of drought conditions, market for high quality hay has decreased.
- We have been utilizing ways to increase irrigation efficiency with the transition away from flood to pivot and now to SDI (subsurface drip irrigation).
3G Farms future is...

- Diversifying crops, finding ways to stay price competitive in markets, growing “revival” grains for the local distillery craft market, while finding new ways to preserve water for these crops.
Coming soon...

Please feel free to contact me:

g3farms@hotmail.com

Gunnar Garms